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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
In intertemporal choice settings, patience is driven by percep-

tions of the larger-later relative to the smaller-sooner reward (Loew-
enstein 1996; Zauberman and Lynch 2005), and by perceptions of 
wait time (Zauberman et al. 2009). Considering patience for receiv-
ing a larger-later (LL) reward of $150 in one week (vs. $100 now), in-
creasing LL (e.g., from $150 to $600) is known to increase patience. 
Thus, increased patience can result from increasing LL magnitude. 
We show that this effect of LL magnitude may arise via contracted 
wait time perception, particularly under certain frames of wait time. 

Wait time may be viewed using a long frame (e.g., “how long 
the time until X day seems”) or a far frame (e.g., “how far X day 
seems”). Intertemporal choice research has assessed time perceptions 
primarily using long (Kim, Zauberman, and Bettman 2012; LeBoeuf 
2006) while other research has primarily used far (Ross and Wilson 
2002; Jiga-Boy et al. 2010). Although these frames appear similar, 
research on semantic framing suggests that similar words may lead 
to different judgments (Fillmore 1976; Patrick and Hagdtvedt 2012).

THEORY
Similar semantic frames may evoke different judgments (Fill-

more 1976; Patrick and Hagtvedt 2012). In our context, given a one 
week wait, people may think of how long the week seems, or how 
far the end of the week seems. Given the mapping between space 
and time (Boroditsky and Ramscar 2002; Kim, Zauberman, and Bet-
tman 2012), we argue that although both long and far refer to the 
“distance” of wait time, far is associated more with the LL available 
at the end—the “destination.” 

Long is the root of the word “length,” and refers to the distance 
itself (“extending a great distance”), with its antonym being short 
(“not great in distance”). Thus, a long-short continuum conveys dis-
tance by referring to the distance itself. In contrast, far alludes to 
distance in terms of the destination (“at or to a great distance”), and 
so does its antonym near (“close to someone or something in dis-
tance.”). Thus, a far-near continuum conveys distance by referring to 
the object that is at that distance. 

Due to repeated co-occurrence, far rather than long should have 
a stronger association with “destination” (Anderson and Bower 1973; 
Collins and Loftus 1975). This difference in association will lead to 
different weights in judgment (Srull and Wyer 1979). Specifically, 
“destination” should receive more weight in judgment for those who 
encounter a far rather than long frame. Differential weight given 
to “destination” should influence perceptions of wait time because 
destinations are known to appear closer when they are physically 
larger (Sousta, Smeets, and Brenner 2013; Raghubir, Morwitz, and 
Chakravarti 2010) and affectively prominent (Balcetis and Dunning 
2010; Alter and Balcetis 2010). Thus, a week may seem similarly 
long whether the eventual reward is $150 or $600. However, the end 
of the week may seem far when the reward is $150, but less so when 
it is $600. We propose that in the case of far (vs. long), a destination 
of larger magnitude (e.g., LL=$600 vs. $150) contracts wait time 
perception, leading to higher patience. 

STUDIES
In Study 1, we verified that far (vs. long) is more associated 

with destination-related words. In Implicit Association Tests, reac-
tion times were faster when the predicted associations were matched 

(far-destination and long-distance) rather than mismatched (far-dis-
tance and long-destination). 

In study 2, we used a 2 (frame: far vs. long) x 2 (LL magnitude: 
low ($125) vs. high ($200)) design. Participants first created sen-
tences using either far or long. Supporting the predicted associations, 
destination words were mentioned more frequently in far (vs. long) 
sentences. Additionally, when faced with receiving $100 today or the 
larger reward ($125 vs. $200) in one month, the effect of a larger 
magnitude LL leading to higher patience was stronger for the far (vs. 
long) frame. 

In study 3, we used a design similar to study 2. Participants 
faced the prospect of receiving $100 today or a larger reward ($125 
or $200) in two months, and indicated their perceptions of wait time 
by answering a far (i.e., How far away does that day seem?”) or long 
(i.e., How long does the time until that day seem?”) question. The 
effect of a of magnitude (i.e., higher magnitude→greater patience) 
was stronger for the far (vs. long) frame, and time perception medi-
ated this effect.

In study 4, we used a design similar to study 3, and framed the 
questions in terms of “how near” and “how short”. Participants faced 
a lottery with a $10 payoff today or a larger payoff ($12 or $15) in 
one week, and indicated perceptions of wait time by answering a 
near or short question. Again, the effect of magnitude (i.e., higher 
magnitude→greater patience) was stronger for the near (vs. short) 
frame, and time perception mediated this effect

In study 5, we utilized a product context: an iPad Air shipped 
today versus a superior version shipped in 2 months. Again, we ma-
nipulated frame and LL magnitude. Frame was manipulated with 
an advertisement: “The new iPad Air. How far (long)? Not very 
far (long). April 18, 2014.” The effect of magnitude (i.e., higher 
magnitude→greater patience) was stronger for the far (vs. long) 
frame, and perceptions of the aversiveness of wait time mediated 
this effect.

In study 6, we showed that the far-long asymmetry dissipates 
if all participants consider the destination when providing wait 
time judgments. We used a design similar to that used in study 3, 
with an additional increased LL salience condition. In this condi-
tion, we prefaced time perception questions with “Considering the 
larger amount…”. In the low-destination salience condition, the ef-
fects mirrored study 3. However, in the high-destination salience 
condition, the interaction was not significant and only a main effect 
of magnitude emerged (i.e., higher magnitude→greater patience). 
Again, time perception mediated these effects.

DISCUSSION
Two frames of wait time—far versus long—seem equivalent, 

but yield different consequences. Destination (i.e., magnitude of the 
LL) influences patience more strongly when the wait time frame is 
far (vs. long). We reveal a new antecedent of intertemporal choice: 
semantic framing of wait time.
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